
Share Parents of Cache Valley is a nonprofit organization.  No dues or charges are required to attend SPCV meetings, use SPCV liter-
ary resources, or to receive SPCV newsletters.   Donations provide funds for running our local Share Parents organization.   

We appreciate your financial support. 

  For more information, contact: 

Logan: Patty Loosle: (435) 753-0687 

Box Elder: Kim Johnson: (435) 723-6908 

Preston: Shanci Cram: (208) 201-2492 

Email: cvshareparents@gmail.com 

Website: www.shareparents.com 

Please contact us if you wish to have your name 
removed from our mailing list 

If you have a poem or story  

you would like to share  

about your precious angel,  

please email it to  

kristi@pizzaplusutah.com 

A Special Thanks to: 

Downs Printing 

Hyrum, Utah 

Find us on Facebook 

Share Parents of Cache/Box Elder 

Editor’s Note: While searching for things to put in the newsletter I ran across a website that gave  

“20 inspirational Quotes to Cope with Pregnancy Loss” I thought these might bless someone’s life. So here 
is the link so you can see complete with pictures. I want to share these with you! 

www.babble.com/pregnancy/20-inspirational-quotes-to-cope-with-pregnancy-loss 

1. Begin Again—If one dream should fall and break into a thousand pieces, never be afraid to pick on 
of those pieces up and begin again. ~Flavia Weedn 

2. Chase Your Dream— There is no telling how many miles you will have to run while chasing a dream. 
~Author Unknown 

3. Patience— Never think that God’s delays are God’s denials. Hold on; hold fast, hold out. Patience is 
genius. ~Georges-Louis Leclerc 

4. Hold On— When you come to the end of your rope, tie a knot and hang on. ~Franklin D. Roosevelt 

5. Beautiful and Brave— Perhaps all the dragons of our lives are princesses who are only waiting to see 
us once beautiful and brave. ~ Rainer Maria Rilke 

6. Not Always Rainbows—The soul would have no rainbow had the eyes no tears. ~John Vance 

7. Know Your Purpose— He who has a why to live can bear almost any how. ~Friedrich Nietzsche 

8. Become more Beautiful— When the Japanese mend broken objects, they aggrandize them by filing the 
cracks with gold. They believe that when something has suffered and has a history, it becomes more 
beautiful. ~Barbara Bloom 

9. We must embrace pain and burn it as fuel for our journey. ~Kenji Miyazawa 

10. God’s Gifts— Some of God’s greatest gifts are unanswered prayers. ~Garth Brooks 

11. Know Your Strengths— I know God will not give me anything I can’t handle. I just wish that he did-
n’t trust me so much. ~ Mother Teresa 

12. Count Your Blessings— We have no right to ask when sorrow comes, “Why did the happen to me?” un-
less we ask the same question for every moment of happiness that comes our way. ~ Author Unknown 

***I ran out of room for the rest but they are all wonderful, please check it out online!!! 


